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14.1 INTRODUC'.l'ION 

In our daily life ·we come across varlous kinds of mou0118 
You have already learnt about some of them, e.g. rectt1tn~ 

· motion and motion of a projectile. Both these motions are 
non-repetitive. We have also learnt about unlfonn circular 
motion and orbital motion of planets In the solar system. In 
these cases, the motion Is repeated after a certain lntelVa) of 
time, that Is, it Is perlo~c. In your childhood you must have 
enjoyed rocking In a cradle or swinging on a swtng. Both 
these motions are repetitive tn nature but different from the 
periodic motion of a planet. Here, the object moves to and' fro 
about a mean position. The pendulum of a wall clock executes 
a similar motion. Examples of such periodic to and fro mQtion 
abound : a boat tossing up and down In a river, the piston In 
a steam engine going back and forth, · etc. Such a motlon Is 
termed as oscillatory motion. In this chapter we study this 
motion. 

The study of oscillatory motion Is basic to physics: Its 
concepts are required for the understanding of many physical 
phenomena. I~ musical tns~~ntsJ!k~ the _!itar. the_.gultar 
or the ~ oltn, we come across vlb~ttng syjn~ that pt,oduce 
pleasfn(_s"otiitds~ e"rff@mofimes in drums and diaphragms 
In telepnone and speaker systems vibrate to and fro about 
their mean positions. The vibrations of air molecules make 
the propagation of sound possible. In a solid. the atoms vibrate 
about their equilibrium posttlons, the average energy of 
vibrations being proportional to temperature. AC power 
supply give voltage that oscillates alternately gotng postttve 
and negative about the mean value (zero). 

The description of a periodic motion in general. and 
oscillatory motion in Particular, requires some fundamental 
concepts like period, frequtncy, displacement. amplitude and 
phase. These concepts are developed in the next section. 
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~- 14, 1 shfarnbs up a ramp and falls down It 
Ll1 insect c to the 1n1t1al point and repeats the 
•
0
rnes back ttcally, Jf you draw a graph.of Its 

;,ocess 1den the ground versus time, It would 

1
~t ab~ like Ftg, 14, l (a). If a chlld climbs 

o0k same rnes down, and repeats the process, 
JP s step, ~ve the ground would look ltke that 
ts he1ghi1: 1 (b). When you play the game of 
n fig. · ball off the ground, between your 
>0unctng athe ground, Its height versus time 
>slJTl anduld took Uk~ the one In Fig. 14.1 (c). 
~ph Wo both the cuived parts In Ftg .. 14.1 (c) 
~ote that of a parabola given by the Newton's 
u-e sectton; rnotton (see section 3.6), 
~quatton o 
h = ut + ½ gt2 for downward motion, and 

h = ut -½ gt2 for upward motion, 
different values of u In each case. These 

with examples ofpertodtc motion. Thus, a motion 
are peats itself at regular Intervals of time ts 
that re 
called periodic motion. 

x(t) 

(a) 

x(t) 

(bl 

x(t) 

(c) 

( 
t 

Fig. 14.1 Ex; I amp es of periodic rrwtion. TI1e period T 
Is shown in Pach case. 

Very often the body undergoing periodic 
motion haa an equilibrium poattton somewhere 
Inside lta path. When the body la at thta position 
no net external force acts on It. Therefore, If It 11 
left there at rest, It remains there forever. Jf the 
body Is given a small displacement from the 
position, a force cornea Into play which trtes to 
bring the body back to tht- cqulllbrtum potnt, 
giving rise to oacWatlom or Ylbratlom. For 
example, a ball placed In a bowl will be In 
equtltbrlum at the bottom. If displaced a little 
from the polnl, it will perform osctllattons tn the 
bowl. Every oscillatory motion Is e odtc u t 
every pe o c mo on nee not be osclll ry. 

t It 
no osc atory. 

l'nere is no significant difference between 
oscillations and vibrations. It seems that when 
the frequency ts small, we call 1t o_~filat1oo.Qike 
th~tantm"'of a branch ofa tree). )¥title when 

. the 1r~queney:tS'"l11g~calJ•tt vibration Olke, 
the vibration of a strtng of a musical tns trumen_!) . 

Simple harmonic motion Is the simplest form 
of osctllatorfmot@l. Tnlsmott~ n 
fficf force · !Jn the oscillating body ts directly 
proportional to its displacement from the mean 
posttton. which ts also the equilibrium position. 
Further. at any point in its oscillation, this force 
is directed towards the mean position. 

In practice, oscillating bodies eventually 
come to rest at their equtllbrtum positions, 
because of the damping due to friction and other 
dissipative causes. However, they can be forced 
to remain oscillating by means of some external 
periodic agency. We discuss the phenomena of 
damped and forced oscillations later In the 
chapter. 

Any material medium can be pictured as a 
collection of a large number of coupled 
oscillators. The collective oscillations of the 
constituents of a medium.niantf est tfiemst1ves 
a£'!:~es:-Examples of waves include wal er 
waves, seismic waves. electromagnetic waves. 
We shall study the wave phenomenon In the next 
chapter. 
14.2, 1 Period and frequency 
We have seen that any motion that repeats Jtself 
at regular intervals of time ts called periodic · 
motion. The interval of time after 
which the motion i r eatecl is c 
pe od. Let us denote the period by the symbol 
T. Its S.I. unit is seconci. For periodic motions, 
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htch are etther too fast or too slow on the scale 

; seconds, other conventent units of ttme are 
used. The period of vtbrations of a quartz c~ui; 
ts expressed in units of microseconds ( 1 bi~ 
abbreviated as µs. On the other hand, the or s 
period of the planet Mercury Is 88 earth da~. 
The Halley's comet appears after every 76 yea . 

The rectprocal of T gtves the number of 
repetttton~ that occur per unit ttmerl:: 
quantity ts called the frequency oftbe pe 
motion. It ts•represented by the symbol v. The 
relation between v and T Is 
)~ (14.1) 

· -~v ts thus s-.' .. After the discoverer of 
radio waves. Heinrich Rudolph Hertz l 1857-1894). 
a special name has been ~iven to the unit of 
frequency. It ts called hertz (abbreviated as Hz). 

Thus, 
1 hertz = 1 Hz =.l oscillation per second = 1 s· 1 

.... · · · ·(14.2) 

Note, that the frequency, v, is not necessarily 
an int~ger. 

14.1 On an average a human 
heart is found to beat -75 times in a minute. 
Calculate its freauencv and period. 

Answer Toe beat frequency of heart = 75 /( 1 min) 
= 75/(60 s) 

= 1.25 s· ' 
= l.25 Hz 

The time period T = 1/(1.25 s·1
) 

_ = 0.8 s 
14·2•2 Displacement In ~ection 4'.2, we defined displacement of a 
particle as the change in its position vect6r. In 
this chapter, we use the term displacement 
in a more general sense. It refers to chanse 
with ti'!!e of any physical prciperty under 
consid;Jitlan, For example, in case of recbimeat 
motion of a steel ball on a surface, the distance 
from the starting point as a function of time ts 
Its position displacement. The choice of origin 

. is a matter of convenience. Consider a block 
attached to a spring. the other end of which Is 
fixed to a rigid wall (see Ftg.14.2(a)I. Generally it 
Is conv: nient to -measure displacement 1 me 
bo"d,x f~q,m..,.J t~~ equ ilibr ium..gosition. p~ a~ 
oscillatmg simple pendulum. the angle from the 
vertical as a function of time may b d . e~M~ 

Pl[y 
as a displacement variable (see Ftg 1 s,t~ 
term displacement Is not always t~ 

4-2lb)I. 'I\ be rei •1~ 
. eri,'11 

J----- x----- ., 

-· 4.2(a} A block attached to a sprtrtg 
-!)!}· J _ end of which isjlxed to a rig ' the ot1te, 

block moves on africtfonless Id wau, \ 
.motion of the block can be ;:1'0te, 
terms of its distance or dis ~d 
from the wall. p eTnent x 

Fig. 14 (b} An ~scillating simple pendulum; its 
~ --, motion can be described in terms if 

angular displacement 9 from the~ 

in the c;ontext of positiQn only. There can be 
many other kinds of displacement vartables; The 
voltage ac~?-~ --~_s~ a~itor, changinS with time 
in an a .c. circuit, 1s also a d,is~~ 
van~ble. ln the same way, pressure vanations 
in time in the propagation of sound wave, the 
changing electric and magnetic fields in a light 
wave Me examples of displacement in different 
contexts. The displacement. variable may take 
both positive and negative values. In 
experiments on oscillations, the displacement 
is measured for different Ume6. 

The displacement can be represented by a 
mathematical function of time. In case of perl~ 
motion, this function is periodic in ume. one 
the simplest periodic functions is gtven by 

J(t) = A cos wt (I4,sal 
(l}t IS 

If the argument of this functiOD, ' 
increased by an integral multiple of 211'

radl3¢' 
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ue of the function remains the same. The 

we\'8,1 J(t) 1s then periodic and its pertod. T. 
futlcdOll 
IS gtytJ1 by 

(14.3b) 27t r==-0) 
the (Unctionl(t) Is periodic with period T. 

111us, 
J(6==f(t+T) . 
me result ts obviously correct If we 

'fhesl~:r a stne runctlo!1.f(t l = A sin wt. Further. 
:;ear combtnatlon ot sine and cosine functions 

like, J(t) == Astnwl+Bcoswt (14.3c) 
ts als<> a periodic function with the same period 

r. raldilg, 
A == D cos IP and B = D sin IP 

Eq. (l4,3c) can be written as. 

Jin:: Dsin (wt+ IP). 
Here D and IP are constant given by 

(14.3d) 

D== #2 + B2 and ¢= tan-I(!) 
The great importance of periodic sine and 

:ostne functions is due to a remarkable result 
:>roved by the French mathematician, Jean 
Baptiste Joseph Fourier ( 1 768-1830).;_ Any 
~erlodlc function can be expre11ed as a 
niJ!rposidon of sine and cosine functions 
,f different t me periods wlthlf11'tt1d1ie 
:oefflcients. 

s 
l 

mple 14.2 Which of the following 
functions of time represent (a) periodic and •' 
(b) non-periodic motion? Give the period for 
each case of periodic motion I oJ is any 
po~ve constant]. . · 

("('t1' y n col+ cos wt 
.Jj.i}" sin cot + cos 2 wt+ sin 4 cot 
(iii 

..-:: 1v) 

1nswer 
) sin rot+ cos wt Is a periodic function. It can 

also be written as sin (wt+ 1t/4). 

Now sin (wt+ 7t/ 4)= sin (w~ + 7t/ 4+2n:) 
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= sin '"' (t + 27t/ &ii + n/ 41 
The periodic time of the function ts 21t/ w. 

(II) This Is an example of a periodic motion. It 
can be noted that eac~ term represents a 
periodic function with a different angular 
frequency. Since period ls the least tnterval 
of time after which a function repeats Its 
value, sin ot has a period T0= 21t/"': cos 2 ot 
has a period 1t/"' =T,/2: and sin 4 (JJt has a 
period 21t/4w= Tof4. The period of the first 
term Is a multiple of the periods of the last 
two terms. Therefore. the smallest interval 
of time after which ,the sum of the three 
terms repeats is T

0
, and thus the sum is a 

periodic function with a period 2rr,/ "'· 

(Iii) The function e-"" is not periodic. it 
decreases monotonically with increasing 
time and tends to.zero as tn 00 and thus. 
never repeats its value. 

(iv) The function log(wt) increases mono-
tonically with time t. It. therefore. never 
repeats its value and ts a non-periodic 
function. ·It may be noted that as t 00

• 

log(wt) diverges to oo. It. therefore. cannot 
represent any kind of physical 
displacement. 

14,3 SIMPLE HARMONIC MOTION · 
Consider a particle oscillating back and forth 
about the origin of an x-axis between the limits 
+Aand -A as shown in Fig. 14.3. This oscillatory 
motion is said to be simple harmonic if the 

-A • +A 

~ .3 A particle vibrating back andjorth about 
the origin of x-C!US, between the limits +A 
and-A. 

displacement x of the particle from the origin 
varies with time as : 

X (t) = A cos (rot+~) (14.4) 
where A. wan are constants. 

Thus. simple harmonic motion (SHM) is not 
any periodic motion but one in which 
displacement is a sinusoidal function of ttme. 
Fig. 14.4 shows what the positions of a particle 
executing SHM are at discrete value of time. each 
interval of time being T/4 where Tis the period 
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._ u.,.. 
I I 

-A 0 A -A 0 A 

t• 0 t•T/4 

v.,.. . 
I I 
-A 0 A -A 0 A 

t•T/2 t•:rf/4 

• I 
-A 0 A -A 0 A 

.t•T t• 5T/4 

The location of the particle tn ·sHM at the 
discrete ualues f= 0, T/4, T/2, 3T/4, T, 
ST/ 4. The tune after which nwtton repeats · 
Uself ts T. T wUl remain .fixed, no matter 
· what location you choose as the tntttal ft=:= 
OJ location. The speed ts maxtmwnfor zero 
displacement .(at x = OJ and zero at the 
extremes of nwtton. 

of motion. Fig. 14.5 plots the graph of xversus t. 
which- gives the values of displacement as a 
continuous function of time. The quantities A, 
ro and tp which characterize a gtven S_HM. have 
standard names, as summarised in Fig. 14.6. 
Let us understand these quantities. . 

j A 
'S 

I 
.! ·. 
~-A 
Q 

X 

Fig./4.5 Displacement as a continuousfwtctlon of - time for stmple harnwnic motion. 

x (t) : . 'displacement x as.alunctton of ttme. t ' 
A : amplitude 
m : angular frequency. 
rut + , : phase (time-dependent) 
, : phase constant . _ ... ,,,. ... -· .. -e... . 

ll'in/2 4.6 The meaning of standard symbols 7 - in Eq. (14.4) 

PlfYs1c 

. The amplltutde A of SHM ts the rna 
of maximum displacement of the p~tl!~, 
[Note, A can be taken to be postttve wt rttc1,. 
any loss of generality]. As the cosln~t 
of time varies from + I to -1, the displace ctton 
varies between the extremes A and _ A ~nt 
simple harmonic motions may have 8 • 'Wo 
and tp but different amplt\udes A and ~e co 
shown in Ftg. 14. 7 (a). · as 

X 2 

i B 
A i 

J 0 t-. 

g·-s 
-A 

r;o;} 14. 7 (a) A plot of displacement as aJuncttonoJ v · time as obtatnedjrom Eq. (14,4) Ulfth 
= o. The curoes l and 2 are Jor: 

dt[ferent ampUtudes A and B. · 

Whtie the amplitude A ts fixed for a given 
SHM, the state of motion (position and veloctty) 
of the particle at any time tis determined by the 
argument (rot + tp) in the cosine function. 1bls 
time-dependent quantity, (rot+ tp) is called the 
phase of the motion. The value of plase at t 0 
is tp and is called the phase consku!t (or Ph$ 
angle). If the amplitude 1s known, , can be 
determined from the displacement at t = 0. Two 
simple harmonic motions may have ~e same A 
and CJJ but different phase angle tp, as shown In 
Fig. 14.7 (b). 

X 

i A 5 
0 -~-A .... 

0 

fjl(]. 4. 7 {b) A plot obtained from Eq. (14.4), -~ 
curoes 3 and 4 are for , = 0 and 
respecttvely. The amplitude A ts~ 
both the plots. 
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asctl~ . 
--:_:11 the quantity OJ can be seen to be fllt! the period of motion T. Taking, for 
re)ated • o in Eq. (14.4), we have 
sflllplicft)', 

~t)•AcosoJt (14,5) 
rnotton has a period T, x (0 ls equal to 

Sl.tlce !1e1'hat ts, 
,((t+ u• 

A cos ot•Acos o,(t+ T) (14.6) 
cos1ne (unction ls periodic with period 

NOVI th~t repeats ttself when the argument 
21t, 1.e., it 2 Therefore, changes by ff, 

dt + T) == a>t + 27t 

tJIBl0/T J (14.7) 
edthe angular frequency of SHM. Its 

"'ts ~t ts radians per second. Since the 
SJ, u cy of oscillations is simply 1 /T, co Is 21t 
(reqUe~e rrequency of oscillation. Two simple 
::ontc motions may have the same A arid ~-

different o,, as seen in Ftg. 14.8. In this-plot 
:: curve (bl has half the period and twice the 
rrequency of the cmve (a). 

X 

Fig. l 4,.8 ~ts of Eq. ( 14.4)Jor 9 = 0 for two dtlferent 
periods. 

i.rExample 14 .3 Which of the following 
functions of time represent (a) simple 
hannonic motion and (b) peJiodic but not 
simple hannonic? Give the period for each 
case. 

J,n'" sin wt-cos wt 
12.\' sin2 wt 

!\nswer 
la) stn (J)t; - cos wt 

= sin wt - sin (n/2 - cot) 
= 2 cos (1t/4) sln (wt- n/4) 
= sin (wt- n/4) 

34 1 

This function represents a simple harmonic 
motion having a period T • 2ff/"' and a 

(bl 
phase angle (-ff/4) or (7n/4) 
stn2 rot 

•'h-½cos2rot 
The function ts pertodlc havtng a period 
T II rt/ {J). It also represents a harmonic 
motion with the point of equilibrium 
occurrtng at 'h Instead of zero. 

14,4 SIMPLE HARMONIC MOTION AND 
UNIFORM CIRCULAR MOTION 

In this section we sho~ hat the projection of 
tin""Tio'~ on on a diameter orthe 
clrcte follows simple harmonic motion. A 
strnp~ ertment '(Flg'. 14.9) Help§ as vl~ualize 
this connection. Tie a ball to the end of a string 
ar.d make tt move In a hortzon-tal plane about 
a fixed point with a constant angular speed. 
The ball would then perfomi a un_tform circular 
mot19_n In th~ !wrtzonj~I. plane, 0bserve the 
ball sideways or from the front,_ flxlng your 
attention In the plane of motion. The ball will 
appear to execute to and fro motion along a 
horizontal line with the point of i:otatlo~ as 
the midpoint. You could alternatively o6serve 
the shadow of the ball on a wall which ts 
perpendicular to the plane 'of the circlE:, In this 
process what we are observing Is the motion 
of the ball on a diameter of the circle normal 
to the direction of viewing. 

4 .9 Circular motion of a ball in a plane viewed 
.p'Y· J edge-on is SHM. 

Fig. 14.10 describes · the same situation . 
mathematically. Suppose a particle P Is moving · 
uniformly on a circle of radius A with angular 
speed {J). The sense of rotation is anticlockwise. 
The Initial position vector of the particle. I.e., 
the vector OP at t = 0 makes an angle of~ with 
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xa mple 14.4 Flg. 14. IO de . 

clrrula r motion s . The radius 01· tphicts t% 
y P(t= 0) 

®
(t=O} 

. 
T=4s 

.. . X .. . 

Fig. 14.10 

the positive direction of x-axis. In time t, tt will 
cover a further angle wt and its position vector 
will . make an angle of wt + 1/) with the +ve x-
axis. : Next consid·er the projection of the 
po;ition vector OP on the x-axis. This wtll be 
OP'. The position of P' on the x-axis, as the 
p~cle P moves on the circle, is given by 

x{t) = A cos (wt+ I/>) 
which is the defining equation of SHM. This 
shows that if P moves uniformly on a circle. 
its projection P' on a diameter of the cirde 
executes SHM. The particle P and the circle 
on which it moves arc sometimes referred to 
as the reference particle and the. reference circle 
respectively. . . 

We can take projection of the motion of P.on 
any diameter. say the y-axis. In that case, the 
displacement y(t) of P' on the y-axis is given by 

y = A sin (wt + .q>) 

which is also an SHM of the same amplitude 
. as that of the projection on x-axis, but differing 

by a phase of rr/2. 
In spite of this connection between circular 

motion and SHM, the force acting on a particle 
in linear simple harmonic motion is very 
different from the centripetal force needed to 
keep a particle in uniform circular motion. 

• <: c· the period ol rcvolu Uon . lhe inilial• 
0 

trc:1(!, 
and th e se 11 se of revolution are I Pd_s1t10,1 
on the l'igures . Obla1n lhe siniple ; teated 
m otions or the x-projcctlon or th arrnoi-uc 

t r· ct· vec lor or the ro ta.Lin g particle p . c1 11.l~ 
case . in ealh 

Answer 
(a) At t = 0, OP makes an angle of 450::: lt 

with the (positive direction of) x-axi 14 ra.i 
. . S.After 

time t, it covers an angle 1 T nth, 
anticlockwise sense, ·and makes an 

of + .!: with the x-axis. 
T 4 

The projection of OP on the x-axts at tt-
1.1111e1 is given by, 

x (t) = A cos ( 2,r t + !: ) 
T 4 

For T= 4 s. 

x{t) =A cos (
2
: t + :) 

which is a SHM of amplitude A. period 4 s, 

and an initial phase• = !!. . 
4 

(b) In this case at t = 0, OP makes an angle of 

900 = ,r with the x-axis. After a time. t 11 
2 

covers an angle of 21r t in the cloc}cwise 
T 

. - ~ J The natural unit of angle is rad tan. defined through the ratio oJ arc to radius. Angle is a di~~nst~~ le! 
quantity. Therefore it is not always necessary to rne_ntion the unit 'radian· when ~e use iT, its mu re~' 
or submulttples. The conversion between radian and degree is not similar to that between met tCO 
tenttmetre or mile. If the argument of a trigonometric.function is stclted without units. it is ur_ide~st b 
that the unit ts radian. On the other hand. if degree is lo be used as the unit of angle. then it :d{aO! 
shcuvn explicitly. For example, sin( 15°) means sine of l 5 degree. but sin( 15) means sine of 15 r gle i 
Hereafter, we will often drop ·rad' as the unit, and IL should be understood that whenet'er art 
mentioned as a ,numerical value. without units. ii is to be taken as radians. 



· se and makes an angle of (!!.. _ 2Jr t) 
- 2 T th the x-axis, Toe projection of OP on the 
wt_.,.5 at time t ts given by 
X•11JU 

(
,r 2,r ) 

x(t) = B cos 2-Tt 

2,r) -Bstn (-t - T 

forT= 30 s, 

~t) =Bstn c~ t) 
Writing this as x (t) = B cos c~ t - ~) . and 

coniparutgwith Eq. (14.4). We find that this 
represents a SHM of amplitude B. period 30 s. 

. I! 
and an Initial phase of - 2 . 

l4,5 VELOCITY AND ACCELERATION IN 
SIMPLE HARMONIC MOTION 

be speed of a particle v In uniform circular 
notion Is Its angular speed co times the radius 
if the ctrcle A. 

v= mA (14.8) 

be direction of velocity v at a time t is along 
he tangent to the circle at the point where the 
1article Is located at that instant. From the 
:eometly of Fig. 14.11, it ls clear that the velocity 
,f the projection particle P' at time t is 

t~t) = -mA sin (mt + 1p) (14.9) 
y 

ti4.ll The velocity, u (t). of the particle P' ls the 
projection of the ueloctty v of the 
reference particle, P. 
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:1~=~~.~~e onegauve stgn shows that v (t) has a 
x-axts E p~oslte to the positive dtrectton of 
veloctt~ 0t 14·91 gives the Instantaneous 
dt 1 a particle executing SHM where 

sp acement ts given by Eq (14 4) W, . f course bt · · • e ca,1. o 
• 0 atn th ts equation Without using 

g(Eeom
1
etrtcal argument, directly by dtfferenttattng 

q. 4.4) With respect of t: 

v{t) = :t x(t) (14.10) 

The method of reference circle can be stmtlarly 
used for obtaining instantaneous acceleration 
of a particle undergoing SHM. We know that the · 
centripetal acceleration of a particle p tn uniform 
circular m'otton has a magnitude ifl / A or u:rA. 
and it ts directed towards the centre I.e., the 
direction ts along PO. The instantaneous 
acceleration of the projection particle P' ts then 
(See Ftg. 14.12) 

-.. am =-arAcos(cot+ 1/>)' 

' = -orx(t) (14.11) 

y 
WA 

--4 __ _::0;:iz::::::1.:.,_..-.$-l- X 

/ The accelerqtton. a(t). of the part1de P' is 
~ 14· 12 the projection of the acceleration• of the 

reference particle P. 

Eq. (14.11) gives the acceleration of a particle 
In SHM. The same equation can again be 
obtained directly by differentiating velocity v(t) 
given by Eq. (14.9) with respect to time: 

d a(t) =-v(t) 
dt 

(14.12) 

We note from Eq. (14.11) the important 
property that acceleration of a particle. in .sHM 
ts proportional to displacement. For x(t) > 0. a(t) 
< O and for .x{t) < 0. a(t) > O. Ti,us. whatever the 
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value of x between -A and A, the acceleration 
a(6 Is always directed towards the centre . . 
For simplicity, let us put = 0 and write the 
expression for X rn. V (t) and a(t) 
xit) = A cos (l)t, v(t) = - (l)Asln (l)t, a(tJ=--<ir A cos rot 
The corresponding plots are shown ln Fig. 14.13. 
All quantttltes vary sinusoidally With time: only 
their maxima differ and the different plots differ 
in phase. x vartes between -A to A: v(t) varies 
from-ruA to ruA and a(t) from-wA to wA. With 
respect to displacement plot, velocity plot ha~ a 
phase difference of rr/2 and acceleration plot 
has a phase difference of 1t. 

t X 

ij+A 

I o r--- --.c----.,----,,.----1 t+ 
i l5 -A 

V 
t+wA 

(a) 
I 
I 
I . 
I 
I ,, 

] o----,-------,- ---.-------i 
·WA 

(b) 

t+ 

t a 
.g+W2AL " 

GI 'JIC--- ---'--__,..,__ ___ t+ 

~-w2A · (c) 

""- ~ .13 Displacement, Loelocityandaccelemttonof · 
CY .1 <:1 a particle in simple hmmonic motion have 

the same period T. but they d!lfer in phase 

Example 14.5 A body oscillates with SHM 
according to the equation (in SI units) . 

X = 5 COS [2rt t + rt/4] . 

At = 1.5 s, calc te th~ isplacement, 
speed and cceleration of the body. 

Answer The angular frequency w of the body 
= 2,r s-1 and its time period T = 1 s. 
At t= 1.5 s 
(a) displacement = (5.0 m) cos ((211' s- 11x 

1.5 s + ,r/4) 
= (5.0 m) cos [(311' + 11'/ 4)) 
= -5.0 X 0.707 m 
=-3.535m 

Jl1 1 
(b) Uslng Eq. (14.9), the speed of th "sic~ 

= - (5.0 m)(21t s·1) stn u2 e bod~ 
+ ,r/41 I TC 8"') lll,5 
= - (5.0 m)(2,r s· ) sin 1(3,r + TC/ 4)l I 

10,r >< 0.707 ms·• 
= 22 m s-1 

(c) bodyUstng Eq.(14.10), the acceleratton or 
' = -(2,r s-1)2 >< displacement 

= - (2,r s-1)2 >< h'.3.535 m) 
= 140 m s·2 

14,8 FORCE LAW FOR SIMPLE~ 
MOTION ONJc 

Ustng Newton's second law of motion 
expression for accelerat_lon of a ·p~d the 
undergoing SHM (Eq. 14.11), the force tlclc 
on a particle of mass min SHM ts acting 

F(t) =ma 
= -rru# x(t) 

i.e., F(t) = -k x (t) 
114.131 

where _ k= mlJil 114.14a) 

oc [ @=~ ] 111.!4b) 

Like acceleration. force is always directed 
towards the mean position -hence it is sometimes 
called the restoring force in SHM. To surnillar17.e 
the discussion so far, simple hannonlc motion 
can be defined in two equivalent ways, elther111 
Eq. (14.4) fordisplacementorbyEq. (14.13)th;t 
gives its force law. Going from Eq. (14.41 toEq. 
(14.13) required us to differentiate two times. 
Likewise by integrating the force law Eq. (14.13) 
two times, we can get back Eq. (14.4). 

Note that the force in Eq. (14.13) Is linearly 
proportional to x(t). A particle oscillating under 
such a force is, therefore. calling a linear 
harmonic oscillator. In the real world. the foite j 

may contain small additional terms proportional 
to x-, x3, etc. These then are called non-lineal 
oscillators. 

Example 14.6..,.J\vo identical springs 0: 
spring constant le are attached to a bloc 
of mass m and to fixed supports as sho~ 

. 5515 in Fig. 14.15. Show that when the ma 
·uon°0 

displaced from its equilibrium posi ·c 
either side, it executes a simple haflll0

l)l 

motion . Find the eriod of osci1latioJ15· 



m 

Fig, 14.14 

1.,et the mass be displaced by a small 
,nsiver x to the rtght side of the ·equtltbrtum 
usiance as shown in Fig. 14.15. Under this 
>oslt1°

1
°·

0 
the spring on · the left side gets 

;ttuat o · 

Fig. 14.15 

:Iongated by a length equal to x and that on 
he rtght side gets compressed by the same 
ength. The forces acting on the mass are 
hen, 

F, = -k x (force exerted by the spring on 
the left side, trying to pull the 
mass towards the mean 
position) 

F
2 

= -k x (force exerted by the sprtng on 
the right side, trying to push the 
mass towards the mean 
position) 

The net force, F. acting on the mass is then 
,ven by. 

F =-2kx 

Hence the force acting on the ma~s is 
>roportional to the displacement and ts directed 
owards the mean position: therefore. the motion 
~xecuted by the mass is simple harmonic. The 
lme period of oscillations is, 

;C§_J , 

3 '1 5 

14,7 ENERGY IN SIMPLE HARMONIC 
MOTION 

~o~~~netir and potential ener~es of a particle 
n 1• vary between zero and their maximum 

va ues. 
In sec.·tton 14.8 we have seen that the velo<1ty 

of a particle executing SHM. ls a periodic 
function of time. It ls ze.ro at the extreme positions 
.of displacement. Therefore. the kinetic energy (K) 
of such a particle, which ts defined as 

K:a.!.mv2 
2 

1 = 2m Dr A2 sln2(at + ;) 

l · . 
= - k A2 stn2(ltt + ;) 

2 
(14.15) 

is also a periodic function of ttme, being zero 
when the displacement is maximum and 
maximum when the particle is at the mean 
position. Note, since th of vis tmmatertal 
in K. the period of Ki T/2. C 

Wha is the potent! energy (LI) of a particle 
executing simple harmonic motion? In 
Chapter 6, we have seen that the concept of 
potential energy is possible only for conservative 
forces. The spring force F = -kx is a conservative 
force, with associated potential energy 

1 U=-kx2 

2 

I 

(14.16) 

Hence the potential energy of a particle 
executing simple harmonic motion ts. 

1 U(x) = ---k x2 

2 

(14.17) 

Thus, the potenUal energy of a particle 
executing simp!~ontc motion ts ~lsc 
periodic, with pe~~ betng zero at the mean 
position and maximum at the extreme 
displacements. 
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It follows from Eqs. (14.15) and (14.17) that 

the total energy, E, of the system ls, 
E =U+K 

= .!_ k A2 cos2 (a.t + ¢) + .!_ k A2 sln2 (a.t + <1)) 
2 2 

= ½ k A2 
[ cos2 (a.t + ¢) + sln2 (a.t + ¢)] 

Using thefamlllar trigonometric identity, the 
value of the expression in the brackets ts unity. 
Thus, 

(14.18) 

cal energy of a harmonic 
oscillator ts thi.is independent of time as expected 
for motion under any conservative force. The 
time and displacement dependence of the 
potential and kinetic energies of a llnear simple 
harmonic oscillator are sho·wn in Fig. 14.16. 

E=k(t) + U(t) 

K(t) _l,L--~,L_-..,,,,,.'---...._ _ __,_, _ _ t 
T 

K(x) 
o +A X 

· · · / 1 6 Kinetic ene~rent1a1 ene,yy and total ?" 1 4
' energy as a.function of tune {shDwn in (a)J 

and displacemem {shDwn in (b)J of a particle 
in SHM. The kinetic energy and potential 
eneryy both repeat q/ter a period T / 2. The 
total energy remains constant at all t or x. 

~8 Observe that both ktnettc ene 
potential energy ln SHM are seen to b:gy an~ 
positive ln Fig. 14.16. Klnettc ene alwa" rgy C ii course, be never negattve, Since cltt, 01 proportional to the square of speed P It 1

8 energy ls posltlve by choice of the U~d 0te1!t~ 
constant ln potential energy, Botti erni111'11 
energy and potential ener eak ~le 
each period of SHM. For x = O the ce durin 

· ene kinetic; at the extremes x = :tA, tt ts au Potgy Is 
energy. In the course of motion betwe entlqJ 

en th llmlts, kinetic energy increases at the e,c eae 
of potential energy or vice-versa. PenSe 

"Lxample 14. 7 A. block whose mass is 
1 is fasten ed to a spring. Th e spring haskg 

s prin_g cons tant of 50 N m-1• The block .a 
p ulled to a distance x = 10 cm from .~s 
equilibiium position at x = 0 on a friction} 1 s 

ess surface from rest at t = 0 . Calculate th 
kine lic, potential and total energies of the 
block when it is 5 cm away fro m the me~ 
position . 

Answer The block executes SHM, its angular 
frequency, as given by Eq. (14.14b), is 

= 
50Nm-l 

1kg 

= 7.07 rad s-1 

Its displacement at My time t ts then given by, 
- I 

.x1t) = 0.1 cos (7.07t) 

Therefore. when the particle ts 5 cm away from 
the mean position, we have 

0.05 = 0.1 cos (7.07t) 

Or cos (7.07t) = 0.5 and hence 

sin (7.07t) =- =0.866 
2 
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the velocity of the block at x = 5 cm Is 
11tert, -

:::: Q.l ·X 7.07 X 0.866 m s· l 

:::: o.61 m s·1 

the K.E. of the block, 
}'{ence 

:::: ! rn v2 
2· I 

::: ;hl lkg x (0.6123 m s· 1 )2 I 
== o.19J 

PE of the block. '('he . . 

:::!kx2 

. 2 
· ::: ½(50 N m· 1 x 0.05 m x 0.05 m) 
== o.o625J 

'('he total energy of the block at x = 5 cm, 

= K.E. + P.E. 
= 0.25J 

we also 1cnow that at maximum displacement, 
K.E. Is zero and hence the total energy of the 
system is equal to the P.E. Therefore. the total 
energy of the system. 

= 'h(50 N m·1 x 0.1 m x 0.1 m ) 

:::0.25J 
which Is same as the sum of the two energies at 
a displacement of 5 cm. This is in conformity 
with the prtnctple of conselV'atlon of energy. 

14.8 SOME SYSTEMS EXECUTING SIMPLE 
HARMONIC MOTION 

There are no physical exawples...oLabsoJyts;ly 
pu?e simple harmonic motion. In practice we 
comg across systems that execute simple 
harmonic motion approximately under certain 
conditions. In the subsequent part of this 
section. we discuss the motion executed by some 
such systems. 

14·8·1 Oscillations due to a Spring 
The simplest observable example of simple 
harmonic motion Is the small oscillations of a 
?lock of mass m fixed to a spring. which in tum 
;flXed to a rigid wall as shown in Fig. I 4.17. 

e block is placed on a frictionless horizontal 
surface. If the block Is pulled on one side and is 
r:ased, it then executes a to and fro motion 
a ut a mean position. Let x = 0 indicate the 
position of the centre of the blo,ck when the 

k ..---

m 

· l X 

-A X=O +A 
~ -17 A linear simple harmonic osclllator 

consisting of a block of mass m attached 
to a spring. The block moues ouer a 
frtctlimless surfacP. The box. when pulled 
or pushed and released. executes simple 
harmonic motion. 

spring is In equilibrium. The positions marked 
as -A and, +A indicate the maximum 
displacements to the left and the right of the 
mean position . We have alreadv learnt that 
springs have special properties, which were first 
·discovered· by the English physicist · Robert 
~- He had shown that such a system when 
ae1ormed, is subject to a restoring force , the 
magnitude of which ls proportional to the 
deformation or the displacement and acts in 
opposite direction. This ·1s known as Hooke's 
law \Chapter 9l. It holds good for dtsplacTrnents 
sma l tn comparison to the length of the spring. 
At any time t. if the displacement of the block 
from its mean position ls x, the restoring force F 
acting on the block is, 

F(xj = -kx (14. 19) 
• 

The -constant: of proportionality. k. ts called 
the spring constant. its value Is governed by the 
elastic properties of the spring. A stiff sering has 
large k and a soft s1rn~ has smali k. Equation 
(14.I9) is same as he orce law for SHM and 
therefore the system executes a simple harmonic 
motion. From Eq. (14.14) we have, 

w=~ ( 14.20) 

and the period. T. of the oscillator is given by. 

l (14.21) • · fr =2xflJ 
Stiff springs have high value of k (spring 

constant) . A block of small mass m attached to 
a stiff spring will have. according to Eq. (14.20). 
large oscllla tion frequency. as expected 
physically. 
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of pendulum. You can also make 
pendulum by tying a piece of ston/t°ur o~11 unstretchable thread, approxtrnatel O a long 
long. Suspend your pendulum frorn loo clll 
support so that It ls free to OSCUlat 8Ultab1~ 
the stone to one side by a small di:· Dtsptace 
let It go. The stone executes a to a~tanc.-e and 
It ls periodic wtth a period of about two O tnotton, 

Example 14.8 A 5 kg collar ts allachccl 
Lo a sp1-J11g of sprlug cons lanl 500 N 11r ' . Il 
slides wilhuul fricllun over a hortzontal rod . 
111e collar Is displaced from ils equilibriulll 
po 'tio11 by lU.0 cm a nd released. Cakula le 

~j-11e µerlod uf oscillation , 
y , U1axiH1um s peed and 

maximum accelcraUon of U1e collar. 

Answer (a) The period of osclllatlon as given by 
Eq. (14.21) ls, 

T = 2,r /m = 2,r I 5.0 kg l Vk ~500Nm-
= (2,r/10) s 
= 0.63 s 

(b) The velocity of the collar executing SHM ls 
given by, 

u(t) = -Aru sin (rut+ ,l 
The maximum speed ts given by, 

u,n = Aru 

=0.1 x l 
= 0.1 xJSOON m-1 

5kg 
= 1 ms·• 

and It occurs at x = O 
(c) The acceleration of the collar at the 

displacement x (t) from the equlllbrlum is 
given by, 

a (t) = -w x{t) 

k 
=- - x(t) 

m 
Therefore the maxtmum acceleration is, 

a = wA . 
mw: 

500Nm-l 
=----xO.lm 

5kg 
= 10 m s·2 

and It occurs at the extremities. 

14.8.2 The Simple Pendulum 

It Is said that Galileo measured the periods of a 
swinging chandelier In a church bv his pulse 
'IJ'eats. He observed that the motion ol tfie 
chanaeller was periodic. The system ls a kind 

We shall show that this perto econd8, 

simple harmonic for small dlsplacem:iotton la 
the mean posltlon. Consider simple ts frol'll 
- a small bob of mass m tied to an 1n:dutul'll 
mass less s~rtng of length L. The other enslb1e 
the string ls fixed to a support In the c':/ or 
The bob osclllates In a plane about th · Ing,. 
line through the support. Fig. •.14.18(:t~cai 
this system. Fig. 14. IB(b) ls a kind of'free-b 
diagram of the simple pendulum shoWtn Ody 
forces acting on the bob. g the 

(b) 

Fig,_,1'4 .18~A bob oscillating about tts mean 
.../' positio~e radial force T-mg cosB 

provides centripetul force but no iorqut 
about the suppon .. The tangentt.alforct 
mgsin8 provides the restoring torque. 



oscJL,[)\T!ONS -1,..tt 8 be the angle made by the strtng With 
the vertical. When the bob -ls at the mean 
ostt1on, 8 = 0 

P fhere are only two forces acting on the bob: 
tension T along the strtng and -the vertical 

1::re due to gravity (=mg}. The force mg can be 
~solved tnto the component mg cos8 alon~ the 
trtng and mg sln8 perpendicular to It. Since 

8 motion of the bob ts along a circle oflen11th 
the th rt P.'l d centre at e suppo point, the bob has 
·L :dial acceleration (GPU and also a tangental 
a I ratton· the latter arises since motion along Arce e • 

rr. of the cirde Is not uniform. The radial 
the a · 

lerat1on ts provided by the net radial force 
Acee r-mQ cos8. while•the tangenUal ar<·eleratton Is 

1 rovided by mg slnff. 11 Is more <:onvenlent \o 
P k .. .ith torque about the support since the wor w• 

dial force gives zero torque. Torque r about 
:e support Is entirely provided by the tangental 
component of force · 

r= -L(mgsln8) (14.22) 
This ts a restoring torque that tends to reduce 
angular displacement - hence the negative 
sign, By Newton's law of rotational motion. 

r = I a (14.23) 

where I Is the moment of Inertia of the ~yst.em 
ahout the support. and a is the an~ular 
acceleration. Thus. 

I a = -mg sin 9 L (14.24) 

Or. 

a = - '"g L sin fJ (14.25) 
I 

We can slmpllfy Eq. (14.25) tfwe assume that 
the displacement 9 ts small. We know that sin 8 
can be expressed as, 

I 7 sine = e- D' + !!_ ± .. . l 
whe~ 6 ts In rad~~ns~

1 
1 

(14.26) 

Now If 9 Is small, sin 8 can be approximated 
hy Band Eq. (14.25) can then be written as, 

mgL a=--e 
I 

(14.27) 

d ~n Table 14. I, we have listed the angle 8 tn 
egrees, Its equivalent tn radians, and the value 
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SHM - how sman should the amplitude he? 
When you perf h d I orm t e experlmcmt to 

<' ermine lh<• time period of A simple 
phendul11m, your lt>a<'hl'r trllc; you to keep 
I C ampllt d u <' smull. But haw· y o11 r,ver 
asked how small Is smnll? Shoul<l the 
a111plll11rle lo fi", 2" 1~ nr O.no? Or c· Ii 
be 10°, 201( or 300-? · · 011 c 11 

To .. apprecln.Lc Lhls , II Wflllld bf' helter to 
measure lh e lime period for different 
amplilurlcs, up lo large amplitudes. Of 
course, for large os('fl)allons, yo11 will have 
to take care that the pendulum oscillates 
in a vertical plane. Lel us denote the time 
period for small -amplitu rlc oscillation s as 
T(O) and write the Lime period for amplltmle 
.00 as ,'1100) = cT(0), where c is U1e multiplying 
factor. If you plot a graph of c versus 00 , 

you will get values somewhat like lhis: 

ea 20° 45° 500 700 90° 
C 1.02 1.04 1.05 l. 10 1.18 

This means that the error in the time 
period is about 2% at an amplitude of 20°, 
5% a t an amplitude of 50°, and I 0% at an 
amplitude of 70° and · 1 s% at an amplitude 
of 90°. 

In the experiment, you will never be able 
to measure T(O) because this means there 
are no oscillat ions. Even theoretically. 

· sin 0 is ·exactly equal to 0 only for ff = 0. 
There will be some inaccuracy for c11l other 
values of 0 . The difference increases with 
increasing 0 . Therefore we have to decide 
how much error we can tolerate . No 
measuremenl is ever perfectly accurate. 
You mu s t also consider questions like 
thes e: What is the a cc uracy of the 
stopwatch? What is your own accuracy in 
starting and stopping the stopwatch?.You 
will realise that the accuracy in your 
measurements at this level is never better 
than 5% or .1 0%. Since the above table 
shows that the time period of the pendulum 
increases hardly by 5% at an amplitude of 
50° over its low amplitude value. you could 
very well keep Lhe amplitude to be 50° in 
your experiments .· 
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~~-------------~---------------~P~ll~Y:;;IC.:s i 50 = able it can be g,S(m s-2 ) x 4(s2
) 

of the function sin ees. sin 9 ls 
radian•. 

TJl,le 14,1 sin 0 as a function of angle 0 

... , '( 

.0:087 
0.1,74 

0.262 

0.349 

0.174 
·•. 

/ 0:25~., '. 

. 0.342 

Equation 04.2711s mathematically. identical 
to Eq. ( 14.11) exrept that the variable Is angular 
displacement. Hence we have proved that for 
small 8, the motion of the bob is simple hannonic. 
From Eqs. (14.27) and (14.11), 

m•J"; 
and t•2K~ ] (14.28] 

. Now since the string of the simple pendulum 
is mass less. the. moment of inertia, I is simply 
mL2. Eq. (14.28) then gives the -well-known 
formula for time period of a simple pendulum. 

(14.29) 

xample 14.9 What is the length of a 
simple pendtil_um, whfch ticks seconds ? -

Answer From Eq. (14.29), the time period of a 
simple pendulum is given by, 

T=2,r~ 

From this relation one gets, 

gT2 -
L=-4,f 

The time period of a simple pendulum, which 
ticks seconds, is 2 s. Therefore, for g = 9.8 m s-2 
and T = 2 s, Lis 

= 4Jr 
= 1 m 

l4,9 DAMPED SIMPLE HARMONIC MO'flON 
We know that the motion of a simple penctul 
swinging in air, dies out eventually. Why d u~. 
happeJ1 ? This ls because the air drag an~es It 
friction at the support oppose the moUon of !he 
pendulum and dissipate its energy grad· he 
The pendulum Is said to execute da:ally, 
oscillatlon1. ln dam led oscillations. the en:e« 
of the system ls dlssl ated continuous) ; bu~ 
for sma · am in , the oscillations rem · 
approximately p~rtodtc. Th

1

, e dlsslpatin~ or: t~ 
are generally the lrtctiona 1orces. To understan~ 
the effect of such external forces on the mouon 
of an oscillator, let us consider a system 
shown in Fig. 14. 19: Here a block of mass~ 
connected to an elastic spring of spring constant 
k oscillates vertically. If the block is pushed dOWn 
a little and released, its angular frequency of 

oscillation is (J} = i . as seen in Eq. (14.201. 

However. in practice. the surrounding medium 
(air) will exert a damping force on the molion of 
the block and the mechanical energy of the 
block-spring system will decrease. The energy 
loss will appear as heat of the surrounding 
medium (and the block also) [Fig. 14.19]. 

X 

... :: : . . . . . . 

,i.l~~ Rigid support 

Spring 

. ·.·.•.· ... .. . ·: 
0 , · . .-. a~~k 

I • . • • .... : · .... · ·. . .. : .... 
. · ........ ··::·::"=·::=::-:"-" . . 
· · · . .- ·: •.· ::.- · Surrounding 
: .:.: .. ::. • · ·. ·. medium · 
. : .. · .. ·. :_ . ' .... : 

fi;f:; - 4--};)_iji...,.,,J>l""' .. ~•tiffim. .r-19 The viscous surrounding medium~ 
a damping force on an oscillating sprin!J· 
eventually bringing it to rest. 
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~ aJllplng force d€:P.ends on the nature of 
']'be undtng medium. If the block Is 

urro d th It d the s d 10 a Uqui . e magn · u e of damping 
trJ1rT1erse och greater and the dissipation o"r 
will be 111 och faster. The damping force Is 
ener~

11 
proportional to velocity of the bob. 

~enera her stokes· Law, Eq. (10.19)) and acts 
[Remem to the direction of velocity If the 
0pposite force ts denoted by rd, we hav~ 
daJllptng . 

(14.30) 

' the positive constant b depends on 
where terlstlrs of the medium viscos t or 
chara~el an e size and shape of the block. 

(}4.30) ts usuatiy valid only for small 
etc. q. 
velocity. 

When the mass rri is attached to the spring 
d released, the spring will elongate a little and 

ane mass will settle at some height. 'ijlis position, :own by o in Fig 14.20, is the equilibrium 
sitlon of the mass. ffthe mass is pulled down 
pushed up a little, the restoring force on the 

block due to the spring is F s = -la:, where x is 
the displacement• of the mass . from its 
equilibrium position. :i11us, the total force acting 
on the mass at any t~me t. is F = -la -bv. 

If a(t) is the acceleration of mass at time t. 
then by Newton's Law of Motion applied along 
the di~clion of motion, we have 

m a(t} = -k x(t) - b v(t) (14.31) 
Here we have dropped the vector notation 

because we are discussing one-dimens1onal 
motion. 

Using the first and second derivatives of x (t) 
for v (t) and a (t) respectively, we have 

d2x dx m- +b-+kx=O dt2 dt 
(14.32) 

The solution of Eq. (14.32) describes the 
motion of the block under the influence of a 
damping force which iS proportional to velocity. 
The solution is found to be of the form 

) = A e- I 2m OS (J)'t + "') (14.3;3) ' 
~- / 

w ro 1s the angular 
frequency of the damped oscillator given by. 

l w·=J~--r; J (14.34) 

In this function, the cosine function has a 
period 2,r/ <J but lhe function .x1t) Is not strtcU 
periodic bee· t e actor e-·" ,12m hlch 
_!Cre.iees contlnuoµsly with time. However, If the 
decrease ls small in one time pertod T. the motion 
re ' presented by Eq. (14.33) Is approximately 
periodic. 

The solution, Eq. (14.33). can be graphically 
represented as shown In Fig. 14.20. We can 
regard It as a cosine function whose amplitude, 
which is Ae·;h112m, ~radually df'creases wtth time. 

1or--....----------.... 
a 

5 

. -I -- - ------ --- - ~•-•-

-5 

-IO, 5 10 15 20 25 
i ./ t 
fig. 14.20 A damped oscillator is approximwely 

periodic witlt decreasing amplitude of 
oscillation. With greater dampi119 : 
oscillations die out.faster. 

Now the mechanical energy of the undamped 
oscillator is 1/2 kA2. For a damped oscillator. 
the amplitude is not constant but depends on . 
time. For small damQtng. we may use the same 
expression but regard the amplitude as u-r,t1'7fl'I! 

\ 

E(t)=.!..k A2 e-ht/m (14.35) 
2 

Equation ( 14.35) shows that the total energy 
of the system decreases exponentially with time. 
Note that small damping means that the 

dimensionless ratio ( ;!._ ) is much less than 1. 

Under_ gravity, the block wUl be at a certain equilibrium position O on the spring: x here represents the 
displacement.from that position. 
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Of course. an expected. If we put b • O. all 
equations of a damped osctllator tn this section 
reduce to the corresponding equations of an 
undamped oscillator. 

Example 14.10 For the·damped oscillalor 
shown in Fig. 14.20, the mass mof the block 
is 200 g, le = 90 m-1 and U1e damy ing 
conslant b is 40 g s-1• Calcula~ the 
period of oscillalio~ . ."11f time taken for its 
amplitude of vibra~ ons o drop to half of 
its initial value and the time taken for 
its mechanical en rgy to drop to half its 
initial value. ' -

Answer (a) We see that km = 9(),c0.2 = 18 N 
m-1 = kg~ s4 : therefore .Jfcm. = 4.243 k~ s-1

• and 
b • 0.04 kg s- 1• Therefore b Is much Jess than 
,J1an. Hence the ttme period Tfrom Eq. (14.34) 
Is given by 

T=2K /m f ic 

=2Jr _0.2~ 
90 N m11 

= 0.3s 

(bl Now. from Eq. (14.33). the time, T,ri• for the 
amplitude to drop to half of Its tntttal value ls 
given by, 

T. = ln(l/2) 
112 b/2m 

= 0•693 
X 2 X 200 S 

40 

= 6.93 s 

(c) For calculating the time, 1112 • for Its 
mechanic-al energy to drop to half Its Initial valut> 
wemakeuseofEq. (14.35). From this<'qwitimt 
we have. 

E (t,12)/E (0) = exp (-bt,,:/m) 

Or 

Or 

1,i1,,1 • exp (-bt ,1:,,/mJ 

In ( 1 /2) • -{bl 11/mJ 

t -~-x200g 
tt'l - 40g s- 1 

• 3,46 s 
This Is Just half of the decay period 

amplitude. This Is not surprising, becaufor 
accordtng to Eqs, (14.33) and (14.35), enerfle, 
depends on the square of the amplitude. Nott~ 
that there ,~ a fartnr of 2 In the rxponen, 

I the two exponentla l:i, 

14,10 FORCED OSCILLATIONS ANn 
RESONANCE 

When a system (sm:h as a simple penduJulllor 
. a bloc~ attached to a spring) ts displaced frorn 

Its equilibrium position and released, It 08dl1atea 
with Its natural frequency ro. and the osctllauons 
are called free oacWatlon•. All free.osclllaUons 
eventually die out because of the ever present 
damping forces. However. an external agency 
can maintain these oscillations. These are caUl'd 
force or driven oscillations. We c-onsider.t_he 
case when the external force Is Itself pertoctk, 
wtlh c1 freq11f'ncy c,1,1.c·allf'd tht> drlV<'n fre1111rnn·. 
A must Im portant fart of forl'ecl 1,u: rhidir 
osdllatlons ts that ~he s.xstem oscillates uo~ 
its 11-!!ural frequency w. but at the frequen<'vm 
o[!;he, ~xtemal_]g§cyr tlle free osclilallons'iiit 
out due to damping. A niost famlllar example of 
forced oscillation is when a child In a garden 

· swing periodically presses his feet against the 
ground (or someone else periodically gives the 
child a push) to maintain the osctllatlons. 

Suppose an external force flt) of amplitude 
~, that varies periodically with time is applied 
to a damped oscillator. Such a force can be 
represented as. 

'. Flt) = F
0 

COS (l)d t (14,361 

The motion of a particle under the combined 
action of a linear restoring force. dampln~ forct' 
and a Ume dependent driving force represe~ted 
by Eq. (14.36) Is given by. 

I 111 o(t) = -k x(t) - IJL~I) + Fn cos W,1 t (14.:Hal 

Substituting d 2x/d(' for acceleratton 111 

Eq. ( 14.37a) and rearranging It. we get 
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d~X -1-bgK +lex= F0 cos W,1 t (14.37b) r11&3 dt 
s thr. equation of an osctllntor of mass 

1"hl5 1 hlch a periodic force of (an"ular) 
,n on w co ts applied. The oscillator Initially 
rrequenr.Y with tts natural frequency '"· Wht'n 
0setlltt1e~ the external periodic force, the 
we 8PP

0
~s wtth the natural frequency die out. 

osctllatl the body oscillates wtth the (angular) 
and-then bf the external periodic force. Its 
frequenc!ent, after the natural oscillations die 
dtspfacer . . 
m1t. tsii;itven t>y 

.l'(t) 111 A cos (<o,,t + ¢J) 

11.,_ the ttrne measurrcl from thr moment 
whrrt' " d . , ·•IJIJIV 1hr p~rto k lorc·r. whf'll W( < r , . . ' 

The amplitude A Is a tuncllon ot the torccd 
ency OJ and the natural frequency w. 

frequ rl · · 
Analysis shows that it ts gtven by 

04.39a) 

114.39b) 

wlwrr m 1s I hr mass of tilt'. pi-trt tdt• anci P,, and 
,.. are 1hr vrlol'lty ;mcl thr clfsplac-rmenl i1f the 
p~rtidf' at lime I= 0. which Is the moment when 
we apply the pe_riodic for<'e. Equation I 14.~39) 
;hows that the amplitude of the forced osclllator 
Jepends on the (angular) frequency of the 
frlvln~ force. We can see a different behaviour 
>f the ·osctllator when wrl Is far from co and when 
t~ close tow. We consider these two cases. 
Ii) Small Damping, Drlvin• Frequency far 
rom Natural Frequency: In this case, wrl bwtll 
>e much smaller than m(c# -~). and we can 
1egtect that tem1. Then Eq. ( 14.39) reduces to 

F A= " . 
m( ltf -a,:) (14.40) 

Fig. 14.21 shows the dependence of lhe 
lsplacement amplilude of an osclllator on the 
:~~ular frequency of the drlvln~ force for 

erenl amounts of damping present In the 
VSlt.m. It may be noted that tn all the cases the 
mplltude ls greatest when ro / ro - I The curves 
1 th1s figure show that sm;ller-th

0

e dampin<1, 
1e talle d · "" r an narrower Is the resonance peak. 
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FiQ. The graJJhs lllwi11rate Eq. (14.4 I}. TIie 
_/ resonant ampllludt' (w • c,111.) d«reaMB 

with tncreast11g rlamµtnq. 

If we go on changing the driving fr<'quem·y. 
the amplttude tends to tnftntty when ll equals 
the natural frequency. But this ts the ideal case 
of zero damping, a case which never artses tn a 
real system as the damping ts never perfectly 
zero. You must have experienced tn a swing that 
when the timing of your push exactly matches 
with the time period oi the swing. your swing 
gets the maximum amplttude. Tots amplitude 
Is large. but not Infinity, because there ts always 
some darn pin~-In your swtng. Tots will becomf' · 
deayn thr 0>). 

¥"Driving Frequency Clo•e to Nataral 
Frequency: If ,0,1 Is very dose tow. m (cd'-oi,) 
would be much less than % b. for any reasonable 
value of b, then Eq. ( 14.39) reduces to 

F A- " - ro,,h 
(14.41) 

This makes It clear that the maximum 
P.OSSible amplttude for aajven driving1reauency 
is governed by the driving frequency and the2 
damping, and Is never Infinity. The phenomenon 
of increase In amplitude w1 n::n the drtvtng foree 
is close to the natural frequency of the osctllator 
ts called rHOnance. 

In our daily life we encounter phenomena 
which Involve resonance. Your experience with 
swtngs ls a good example of resonance. You 

· might have realised that the skill In swtngtn~ to 
great.er hell-(hts Iles 1'1 the synchronisation of 
the rhythm of pushing a~atnst the ground with 
the natural frequency of the swing. 

To illustrate this point further. let us 
consider a set of five simple pendulums of 
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as..'IOrted lengths suspended from a commqn rope 
as shown In Ftg. 14.22. The pendulums 1 and 4 . 
have the same· lengths and the others have 
dlfferent lengths. Now let us set pendulum 1- tnto 
moUon. The energy from this pendulum gets 
transferred to other pendulums t)lrough the 
connecttng rope and they start· osr.Ulatlng. The 
drtvtng force ls provided through the connecting 
rope. The frequency of this force is the frequency 
with which pendulum· 1 oscillates. lfwe obeenre < the res onse of en · t 
s osc latln with their natural fre uencies 
o oS<'tllattons and dtfferent amplitudes, but this 
motion ts gradually damped and nol sustained~ 
'ffietr t'?e uencies of oscillation radu~ l 
l' ange and u ttmate v t ey oscillate with the 

3 

4 

5 
Fig./24 .22 Five simple pendulums of different 
V - lengths suspended from a common 

support. 

frequency of pendulum 1 1 ~tlr! 
the &riving force but with ' .e. the fr • 
They osclllate with sm ~lfTerent '%e11 
response of pendulum 4 ~sl arnp11~Pltt~; 
set of pendulums. It oscni ln con~'•· . 
frequency as that of ates W1th t to I 
amplitude gradually plc:ae:duturn 1th, ~ 
large. A resonance-like res P and ~lld 
happens because tn thl PDnse ta " ~ 
resonance ts satisfied, i.e. t~ethe con~· l 
of the system coincides With natura1 rr!_0ti 
force. that of tb"'lll~ . e d"' We have· so far co9stdered 

O 
·•v 

which have just 0:ne nat SCIIIattna 8 urat r Ys~ general. a system may have requ,11 
frequencies. You Will see severai n~· · exam I at~ systems (vibrating strtncrs at P es or · "'' • r co1t,"'~ St the next chapter. Any mechanl al '"11s, ff 
a bulldlng, a bridge, or an ~c structu~j 
several possible natural fre raft lllay h 
external periodic ~-Or dlstu!uenctes. 
the system 1n forced oscillation If ance ""1ll 
the forced frequency rod happe~s ·t~C.:den~ 
one of the n·atural frequencies of the cl~ 
the amplitude of oscillation Will 8Yst, 
resonance), resulting in possible d shoot 1 

is why soldiers go out of step Wh'Iatnage. T 
b d l e Cros~ rt ge. ror the same reason, an earth . · ., guake1 
noi cause ;!!lhorm damage to all buildi~ 
affected area, even if they are bUilt 

I • ti'... With I ~ame s iengl.n and materials. I h Iii 
~~ora·o mlcting depend on 

dth . e1g 
an o er size parameters, and the nature 
building materials. The one with its natu 
frequency close to the frequency of seismlc11c 
in likely to be damaged more. 

SUMMJ\RY · 

1. 

2. 
The mottoris which repeat themselves are called nor1,.,u~ tio ~, ......... mo ns. 
Thth efreqperi.od T 18 tbe time requp-ed for one complete oscillation or cycle It is rela.ted to e uency vby, · • . · 

1 T=-v . . , 
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. . 'l1le jrequertC1J v of periodic or osclllatory m U 

h 

unit ttme. In the SI. lt ls measured ln hertz o: on ls the number of oscmauona per 

1 hertz = 1 Hz = 1 osclllaUon p · er second • 18., . . • 
In st.mple hannonlc motion (SHM), the dis lace 

3, equlllbrtum position ls given by, p rhent ,c (Q of a Particle frorn Its 

4. 

5. 

6. 

7. 

8. 

x (t) • A cos (qt+ ') (displacement), . 

lil which A ls the amplttude of the displacement th 
the motion. and , ls the phase constant. The • ~anuty (cot + , ) la the phase of 
period and frequency of the moUon by. ang frequency "' la related to the 

2,r 
OJ=-= 2Jl'V :r (angular frequency). 

,,< 

simple hannonlc motion ls the projection of unlfo~ · 
of the circle 1n which the latter motion occurs. · clrcul~ motion on the diameter 

'l1le particle velocity and acceleration durtng SHM as fiun ti f 
. c ons o Ume are gtven by. 

v (t) .= -Cl.IA sin ((l)t + , ) (velocity). 

· a(t) = -arAcos·(cot+ ,l 
l 

= -arx (t) (acceleration). 
niu.s we see that both Yelocity and acceleration of a body executing simple harmonic 
motlOll are periodic functions. ha'Ving the velocity amplitude v ="' A and acceleration 
amplitude am =QJ 2 A. respectively. m 

Toe force acting simple harmonic motion is proporti_onal to the displacement and 
ts always directed towards the centre of motion. 

A,..parttcle executing simple harmonic motion has. at any' Ume. 'kinetic energy 
K = ½ mv2 and potential energy U .= ½ kx:2. If no friction ts present the mechanical 

. energy .of the sy~tem. E = K + U always remains constant even though Kand U change 

. with time. 
A particle of mass m oscillating m:ider the influence of a Hooke·s law restoring fo~ 
given by F = - k x exhibits simple harmonic m(?tion with · 

. (angular frequency) 

T = 2,rt (period) 

Such a system ts also called a linear osctllator. 
9. The motion of a simple pe~duium swinging through small angles is approximately 

simple harmonic. The period of oscillation is given by • 

......... ., •• , •• • < ~- ¾r=2Jl'[ ' • VY . .. 
10. The mechanical energy 1n a real oscillating system decreases.during oscillations because 

external forces, such as drag, inhibit the oscUlatlons and transfer mechanical energy 
to thennal energy. The real oscillator and its motion are then said to be damped. If the 
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damping JolTf' 11 ~ven by F11 -bu, where u 11 the velocity of lhe n1et11iu P1 \ 
damplnQ con,tant, then the dl1placement of the osctllator 11 given by, or 11ld bi._ 1

~ 

Jt (I) Ar''"" COi (nit+ • ) 
where cu'. tht anl(Ular frequency of the ctamptd oaclllator, 11 given by 

t,/ • J k _ . ba 
m 4ma 

If the dampl~ con1tant 11 ,mall thr.n ol • o,, where a, 11 the anjl\.llar f~u 
undamped oaclllator. The mer.hantcal energy E of the damped Olcillator 11 ~\the 

E(t) • !1cA2e·"' /m 
2 

11. If an external ron·r wll.h angular frtqutnry cu,, arts on an osclllattngsyMtrm With 
anl(ular frequency cu. t.he system oscilllates wlt.h angular frequt.nry curl. The am 1~a1t1l'ill 
osr.llh1t1ons IA t ht w-eattsl wht.n P tud, or 

cu,, • ,,, 

a condition called resonance, 

POINTS TO PONDER 

- Remarks 

s ~'lbt:i' least.time for - -
:!fi:Oti9~, to repeat_ Itself 
====~ 
..... . . ''. 

~-;_·;.-,:' 1_ 

.~.; '"t 

-
all,leofph 
ment'lnS 

hanni.>nlc~ 
,, ' 

Toe period Tis the least time after which motion repeats itself. Thus. motion repeats 
itself after nT where n is an integer. 

Eveiy periodic motion is not simple hannonic motion. Only that periodic motion 
governed by the force law F = - k x is simple harmonic. 

Circular motion can arise due to an inverse-square law force (as in planetary motion) 
as well as due to simple hannonic force in two dimensions equal to: -murr. In the 
latter case, the phases of motion, in two perpendicular directions (x and y) must differ 
by w/2. Thus, a particle subject to a force - murr "0~ ini.,U~Lizosition (o, Al and 
velocity (wA, o) ~ ii move umlormly i~ :.,,:,~~-of_~ d!~~-
For linear simple harmonic motion with a given w two arbitraiy initial conditions are 
necessary an~ suffic_i~nt to de_te~ine th~ motion completely. The initial -~~_9diti0n 
may ~ nltial position and m1bal velocity ~ ) amplitude and phase o~ ener~ 
and phase. 
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frolll potn l 4 above, gl"'.en amplitude or encr, 
tnttJal position or Initial velocity. ~ ' phase of rnollon Is determined by the 

A comblnallon of two simple hamiontc 01011 
IS not ~ecessarllv pe: locl lc. It Is periodic on~,I~ ;~l~ ~rb!tra arn ll ludcs ancl phases 
... ,':iuple of the others frequc11cy. However 1 .dq ency O one 1110 0 11 s an n 
'" f I n I · ' a per O le motion c 1 as a sum o n n le number of harmonic moll . an a ways be expressed 

ons Wllb appropriate amp li tudes. 
The period of SHM does not depend on ampll l d 

h i with th 1 • u e or energy or lh h contrast t s e per ods of planeta ry orbit cl . e P ase constant. 
) 

8 un er gravitation (Kepler's third Jaw . 

T),e motion of a simple pendu lum ts s imple ham1onlc 11 or sma a ngu la r displacement. 
for moUon of a particle to be simple ham1onlc Its di 1 tn either of the following forms : · sp acemcnl x mus t be expressible 

x = A cos wt + B sin wt 

x = A cos (wt+ a) . x = B sin (wt + /3 l 

The three forms a re completely equlv~lent (any one can be expressed In terms of any 
other two forms). 

'f}lus, damped simple harmonic motion [Eq. (14.31)) is no~ · tly simple harmonic. It 
is approximately so only for time intervals much less than m/ here bis the damping 
constant. 

, ,I In forced oscillations: the steady state motion of the particle (after the force oscillations v · die out) is simple harmonic motion who~e frequency is the frequency of the driving 
frequency md, not the natural frequency w of the particle. · · 

/. In the ideai case of zero damping, the amplitude of simple harmonic motion at resonance 
is infinite. This is no problem since all real sy~tems have some damping. however. 
small. 

./ Under forced oscillation. the hase of harmonic motion of the article differs from the 
,Ptiase o the riving force . 

Exercises 

14.1 Which of the following examples represent periodic motion? 
(a) A swimmer completing one (return) trip from one bank of a river to the oUter 

and back. 
(b) A freely suspended bar magnet displaced from its N-S direction and released. 
(c) A hydrogen molecule rotating about its centre of mass. 
(d) An arrow released from a bow. 

14,2 Whic.h of the following examples represent (nearly) simple harmonic motion and 
which represent periodic but not simple hannonic motion? 
(a) the rotation of earth about its axis. 
lb) motion of an oscillating men;ury column in a U-lube. 
(c) motion of a ball bearing inside a smooth curved bowl, when released from a 

point slightly above the lower most point. 
'(di general vibrations· of a polyatomic molecule about its equilibrium position. 

14.3 Ftg. 14.23 depicts four x-t plots for linear motion of a particle. Which 0 f the plots 
represent pertodtc motion? What is the period of motion (In case of periodic motion) ? 


